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ABSTRACT

During the past few years, there has been growing interest to use unified modeling language (UML) to consider the functional requirements. However, lacking a tool to detect the accuracy and the logic of diagrams in this language makes a formal model indispensable. In this study, conversion of primary UML model of a system to a colored Petri net has been accomplished in order to examine the precision of the model. For this purpose, first the definition of priority and implementation tags for UML activity diagram are provided; then it is turned into colored Petri net. Second, the proposed model provides translated tags in terms of net transitions and some monitors are used to control the system characteristics. Finally, an executable model of UML activity diagram is provided so that the designer could simulate the model by using the simulation results to detect and to refine the problems of the model. In addition, by checking the results, we find out the proposed method enhances authenticity and accuracy of early models and the ratio of system validation increases compared with previous methods.

1. Introduction

Development of systems and engineering is a discipline, which includes various activities, such as identifying requirements, designs, implementation, testing and supporting efforts. Since designing is the first phase of a system development process, it is important to consider all required features at this stage. One way to confront this challenge is to construct a system model. Modeling is a global technique applied in development of system operations. Using various models is inevitable in development process since they are capable of concealing communication system in a particular stage of development and reduce its complexity. As software systems become more complicated, it is getting difficult to ensure the accuracy of their behavior (Berardi et al., 2005). As building a model becomes definitely necessary, we require a modeling language.
Nowadays, Unified Modeling Language (UML) is an advanced and powerful technique for complex systems analysis implemented by many designers and engineers. However, lacking a diagnosis tool to define the precision and logic of systems can be considered as a blind spot for UML. In other words, UML is not yet a formal model and we should convert it into a formal language such as Petri net to verify the correctness of the designed system (Fu et al., 2010). There are several studies to dissolve the problem of semi-formal feature of the UML, where in many of them transition algorithm is created to convert a UML model to corresponding Petri net until validation operation is pursued most strongly (Gogolla et al., 2005; Storrle, 2004; Hu et al., 2004).

In this paper, UML activity diagrams are used to verify the system validity. For validation, first, activity diagram has been annotate by two tags and they are turned into colored Petri net. The paper also provides tags, which are translated in terms of net transitions then monitors are used to control the system characteristics. Finally, an executable model of UML activity diagram is provided so that we could find out the correctness and incorrectness of the primary UML model.

2. Literature review

Since most information systems are written with UML, it is important to make sure the application field validation can be performed directly on the UML diagrams, and by using this approach, we can decrease the expenses of the implementation. For validation, diagrams should be converted into a formal model, whereas Petri nets as a formal model with a strong mathematical background as well, is implemented to perform the validation in this research. Among behavioral diagrams of the UML, activity diagrams are applied in this study.

2.1. Colored Petri net

Petri nets can be used in modeling, describing and analyzing the nature of a distributed, parallel, or occasional system (Jensen et al., 2007). An important feature of Petri nets is that they are executable. Unlike UML, in Petri Nets, analysis and implementation are carried out simultaneously. Colored Petri nets as an advanced technique have been presented by Jensen et al. (2007), and are being used for modeling and validation of systems in which concurrency, communication and synchronization play essential role. Petri nets generally can be divided into two types of networks; high and low level network. Colored Petri net belongs to the high-level networks and is a combination of Petri net and standard modeling language (SML) (Kristensen & Christensen, 2004). Besides, places, transitions and tokens, concepts of color, guard, arc expressions and code segments are presented in this network.

In colored Petri nets, data values have been carried by distinguishable tokens and unlike Petri net tokens; they are distinguishable from one another because each token has an attribute called color. Different colors in the colored Petri net make it possible to transfer the tokens, which carry various data values and are recognizable from each other. In this network, firing requires tokens on the input places to be coincide with arc expressions. Because of colored tokens, colored Petri nets have high capability in the concept of concurrency. A formal description of Colored Petri Nets is as following:

Colored Petri net is a six-arranged in the form of \((P, T, C, I^+, I^-, M_0)\):

- \(P\) is a finite and non-empty set of places.
- \(T\) is a finite and non-empty set of transitions.
- Share of two \(P\) and \(T\) sets is empty.
- \(C\) is a colored function that is mapping of \(P \rightarrow T\) set to non-empty set.
\( I^+ \) and \( I^- \) are respectively the forward and backward cross functions defined on the \( P \times T \), that we have for each \( (p, t) \) belongs to \( C(p) \):

\[
I^-(p, t) I^+(p, t) : C(t) \rightarrow C(p)
\]

- \( M_0 \) is a function defined on \( P \), which describes the initial marking in a way that per each \( p \) belonging to \( P \), \( M_0(p) \in C(p) \) relation is satisfied.

### 2.2 UML activity diagram

One of the UML behavioral diagrams is the activity diagram, which represents the workflow, performs operations during an activity and offers a view of the system behavior. In this diagram, sequence and conditions as well as order of performing an operation are indicated. Sequence of operations from start to end is called an activity. These diagrams are usually used to express the behavior of objects of classes, which are associate with an activity.

#### 2.2.1 Activity diagram validation criteria

Validation criteria of the activity diagram are as follows,

- **Completeness**: whether or not the main events of the designed systems take place through special circumstances.
- **Deadlock**: It describes a state where a process is waiting for some event that will never happen. It could be waiting for a resource to be available before continuing its execution while another process is holding indefinitely this resource. In this situation, the system would not have any progress.
- **Priority**: It specifies the order between events in the system with respect to time, for instance, a certain event should not occur unless a particular event or a sequence of events were finished.
- **Reachability**: Each node must be reachable from the initial node. This property ensures that each node is not superfluous.

### 3. Related work

Since UML is a semi-formal language, it is not possible to apply mathematical methods directly on its model to check the system validation. For this purpose, there is a significant efforts to consider mappings from UML to the other (mostly formal) modeling techniques to validate UML models (e.g. using B, CSP, SPIN, and PVS, petri nets, Z / Eves and object-Z).

López-Grao et al. (2004) used the sequence and state diagrams for validation and system efficiency evaluation. According to Fu et al. (2010) UML architecture is converted into a formal model called SAM. According to Knapp and Merz (2002) a component named HUGO is presented where the focus is on the consistency of UML state. This tool can also detect the presence or absence of deadlocks.

### 4. The proposed method

In this paper, first, activity diagram is annotated by priority and implementation tags. Then, it is turned into colored Petri net. Second, defined tags have been translated in terms of net transitions then monitors are used to control the system’s characteristics. Finally, an executable model of UML activity diagram is provided so that the designers would be able to simulate the designed model, to identify and to refine the model problems by using the results of simulation and its analysis.
4.1 Conversion of the activity diagram components to CPN

Components of activity diagram convert into CPN is follows,

- The initial node is converted into a place in the CPN.
- The final node is converted into a place in the CPN.
- The conditions of the activity diagram are CPN guards on the arcs.
- Transmissions are converted into transitions in the CPN.
- Actions are the same places in the CPN.
- Fork in the activity diagram is converted into a network as Fig. 1.
- Join in the activity diagram is converted into a network as Fig. 2.
- Decision is converted into multiple transitions as Fig. 3.
- Merge is converted into a network as Fig. 4.

![Fig. 1. Fork in the CPN](image1)
![Fig. 2. Join in the CPN](image2)
![Fig. 3. Decision in the CPN](image3)
![Fig. 4. Merge in the CPN](image4)

- If sub-activity exists in the diagram, after the desired action, which involves a sub-action, a substitution transition and a place is considered to transfer the result of the transition and in a separate page (the page related to substitution transition), the related network will be drawn for that.

4.2 Definition of tags to annotate the activity diagram

- APriority tag: To assign the value of this tag, we start from the beginning of the diagram and move to its end. The amount of this tag will measure for the first action, No. 1, and for second action, No. 2 in this manner.
- AExecution tag: This tag will have false value for all the actions in the activity diagram and will change while running the corresponding CPN.
- AAtomic tag: If there is a sub-activity for an action in the activity diagram, the value of this tag will be true, otherwise it will be false.

4.3 Separation of how to assign APriority tags

- In case there is a simple activity diagram shown in Fig. 5, one should begin from the first part of the diagram and the APriority value for the first action will be assigned to number 1 and moving down toward the diagram the next numbers are assigned to the subsequent actions, as shown in Figs. (5-6).

![Fig. 5. Assigning APriority tag value for a simple activity diagram](image5)
![Fig. 6. Assigning APriority tag value for an activity diagram with fork or join](image6)
• In case there is any fork or join in the activity diagram, for each diagram branches, same numbers will be assigned for the APriority tag as shown in Figs. (7-8) and the last number used in the branches, will be our criteria for the other actions APriority value.

• If there is any decision and merge in the activity diagram respectively shown in Figs. 7-8, for the APriority tag, first, the lower number will be assigned to the subsidiary path, then for the other paths we will assign the numbers from continuation of former preference path.

![Fig. 7. Assigning APriority tag value for an activity diagram with decision](image)

![Fig. 8. Assigning APriority tag value for an activity diagram with merge](image)

• In case an action involves sub-activities, normal priority number will be assigned to APriority tag according to diagram motion from top to bottom and a substitution transition will be located after location of mentioned action and we will carry out numbering as a new diagram on the page relevant to the substitution transition of the mentioned action.

• In case, we see return to an action in the diagram, APriority tag value must be set to the APriority tag value of the same action as the action is entered.

4.4 Initializes the defined tags

In this paper, we choose CPN Tools to work with Colored Petri nets. Activity diagram tags have been initialized as Fig. 9, before the corresponding net implementation in the CPN Tools.

![Fig. 9. Tags initialization before implementing the corresponding CPN](image)

![Fig. 10. Tags initialization after running the corresponding CPN](image)

Activity diagram tags have been initialized as Fig. 10, after the corresponding net implementation in the CPN Tools. Summary of steps to check the UML models correctness created from a system is as follows:

• Draw the activity diagram of the desired system,

• Add the defined tags to the activity diagram,
• Convert activity diagram into an equivalent CPN based on defined transformations for each component of the activity diagram,
• Define the APriority tags by variables and AExecution tags in frame of global variables in the CPN Tools,
• Convert the transition after the actions which have AAtomic = False tags in the diagram, to a substitution transition,
• In CPN, for each input transition to a place (places are same as activity diagram actions) testing that prior action APriority tag value is smaller than the latter action,
• In the transition code segment prior to any action, AExecution tag value of that action should be equal to true,
• Defining monitors in the network in order to check whether the created model has the characteristics of the system or not,
• In order to examine existence or nonexistence of a deadlock in the model, it should be controlled through running Petri net whether all paths reach to the final place or not.

5. Case study

A case study is considered in order to demonstrate the method’s applicability and to evaluate the correctness of suggested method. For the case study, we look for comprehensive and the simplest structure, which is also a small sample of other actual and large examples. Bank ATM System example is a simple example with various elements of activity diagrams. Then, by using the proposed method and executable model simulation in CPN tools, we verify the behavior of created model through mentioned system.

5.1 Description of the bank ATM system

An ATM interacts with two other entities as Customer (User) and the Bank. One of the main functions of the ATM is “Withdrawal”. For this case, customer puts his/her card into the ATM system first. Then, the system verifies the validity of the card and issues a password request and the customer enters the password. If the card is invalid, ATM returns it to the customer; otherwise, it investigates the credibility and validity of the customer card password. If the password is invalid, system returns the customer card. Otherwise, system shows the options of “Withdrawal” and “transfer”. If the customer selects “Withdrawal” option, then the system will ask for the amount. Then the customer enters the withdrawal amount and system checks whether there is enough money in the account or not. In addition, system will check whether the ATM has the requested funds or not. In both cases, if there is not sufficient fund, the system gives a warning to the consumer; otherwise, the system deducts withdrawal amount from customer's account and pays the money to the customer. Finally, the system returns the customer's card.

5.2 Withdrawal Activity diagram annotated with tags

Withdrawal activity diagram is shown in Fig. 11. In order to verify correctness of the created model, first, we have added the tags to the diagram. Since, all actions other than “Check Banks Card” action in the diagram have An AAtomic tag with true value, it has been prevented to use tags for all the actions to maintain diagram readability. The activity diagram is converted to an equivalent Petri net as Fig. 12.
As can be seen in Fig. 12, a substitution transition called sub and an assistance place called p is considered for “Check Banks Card” action when activity diagram converts to the CPN. Page related to sub transition can be seen in Fig. 13. To simulate different card numbers entered to the system, a function called rand() is defined which generates a random number between 1 and 100, and enters as third input component to the “Check Banks Card” action.

At the end of the mentioned page, it is considered that if the card number is valid, number 1 otherwise 0 as the third component is sent to the p output place.

In order to control two defined tags during the simulation, two variables named pr and ex are considered as network inputs. In the input transition guard to every action, two conditions are controlled as follows:

First, is the amount of AExecution tag true?

Second, is the Apriority tag value of the previous action less than the next action?

If both conditions hold, the token will pass from transition and go to the next place; it means the next action will perform. A sample of transition guard for “Incorrect Pin” action can be seen in Fig. 14. The APriority tag value of every action on its entrance arc will be placed instead of former amount of pr variable, so that with implementing any action, the APriority tag value of the same action considered as the input variable for the next transition. In Fig. 15, all relevant guards have been assigned to the transitions.
By tracking the simulation, we can easily control the different paths in the network and by moving in the network and change in the value of pr variable, different paths will be diagnosable and considerable by transitions which are able to fire. By automatically running the model, the existence or nonexistence of a deadlock will be recognizable.

5.3 Code segments definition

In order to check the AExecution tag, in the code segment of each transition, we equalize relevant global variable value to true. To store the token motion path in the network, in the same section of code, we create a new file named path and passing through each action, we will save the name of that action in the related file.

![ex=true, pr<incorrectPin_Pr]

Fig. 14. Input transition guard to "Incorrect Pin" action

Fig. 15. Path file for successful withdrawal track

To ensure there is no deadlock in the created model; path file can be controlled for different paths. Since, “Return Card” action is the last action on the above system; all paths should end to it.

5.4 Monitors to control the system characteristics

Now, we define certain monitors for some system features. The first characteristic: after the operation is canceled by the customer, the card should be returned to her.

Whenever the transition after Cancel action named j2 fires, the monitor associated with this feature considers the correctness of Cancel action AExecution tag value; if the tag has true value number 1 and otherwise 0 in the first left column of the output file will be printed.

![Fig. 16. CPN with transition guards]
Second feature: If the cash in the ATM is enough, then the money would be given to the customer.

The second monitor, whenever transition named t11 fires, will check the correctness of “Check Available Cash” action AExecution tag value, if the tag has true value, number 1 and otherwise 0 in the first left column of the output file will be printed.

![Fig. 17. Monitor output of the first characteristic](image1)

![Fig. 18. Monitor output of the second characteristic](image2)

With regard to the gained output, one can conclude the created model meets the system’s characteristics.

6. Conclusions and Future Work

In a few studies, in order to convert UML diagrams into formal models, the authors proposed a method based on on existing model checkers such as SPIN, COSPAN, Kronos and UPPAAL (Ober et al., 2006). To use these tools, first UML diagrams should be converted into the acceptable input language. To examine some specific characteristics, some individuals have presented their own special model evaluation language. Simulation has been applied vastly in these studies, although simulation-based analysis cannot provide strong official authentication results but even if this type of analysis cannot prove the correctness of the model, it is still worth to use it as a low cost analytical method, which can help us detect design errors.

These are tools for analyzing the state diagram by simulation or a formal model evaluation: Rhapsody, object GEODE and Rational rose. In VUML tool, the state diagram is considered for model validation. Above mentioned tools do not support a wide range of analytical operation.

In the recent research, there is no need to use any special language and only through adding tags to UML activity diagrams and convert them to a CPN model; one would be able to examine all characteristics of the created model. This method could prioritize the actions implementation and detect the deadlocks.

Furthermore, since the above model has ability to run, it is more than a model and many design errors will be detected by tracking down the network. Future research can be done on other UML behavioral diagrams for validation and one can also try to develop software, which can automatically convert the model into a colored Petri net according to proposed approach.
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